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Your experience during COVID-19: My experience has been hard during the pandemic a lot of things we
had to adapt too but it's getting better.

Family connection during COVID pandemic
The pandemic was something humans have ever experienced in this lifetime. Human interaction
was no longer a thing, humans had to quickly adapt and normalize that masks were the new normal. The
pandemic brought my family and I closer. My family and I were always close but we would never express
our emotions towards one another. We didn't know how to express our feelings, which wasn't
something normal in our family. During the pandemic spending so much time with your family after
being used to having a busy schedule was hard. It was something that we weren't used to, in the
beginning it caused a lot of arguments and disagreements. As time went on, spending so much time with
the same people, after getting tired of fighting you got no other choice than to try to keep things civil.
Due to this my family became closer than ever. Instead of arguing about everything we started seeing
eye to eye on things. My family during this time learned how to communicate with one another. We
became more grateful with one another and learned so many things about each other. Although the
outside world was stopped, we had to try new things in order not to fall into the same place we were in
the beginning. The only other interaction we had with humans was at grocery stores. My family and I
talked about feelings, emotions, our future plans which was very uncommon. As a result to this, as some
of the lockdowns started getting dropped my family and I remained super close. We won't forget how
COVID affected everyone and how many life's were taken from it but we'll always have that time we
spent together to thank for how we grew as a family.

